ORGANIC MATTER PERCENT AND
ESTIMATED NITROGEN RELEASE

FACT SHEET

Pounds per acre Nitrogen

The estimated lbs/acre of nitrogen released through decomposition of organic matter is dependent upon climatic
conditions, soil pH, type of material undergoing decomposition, and other factors. Therefore, the amounts mentioned
in this table is strictly estimates

Nitrogen rate adjustments based upon soil texture, organic matter, and time of major
crop growth.
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The non-symbiotic bacteria live independently and without the support of higher plants. There are
two different groups of non-symbiotic bacteria, the aerobic, which requires oxygen, and the
anaerobic, which do not need oxygen. These bacteria can supply as much as 50 pounds of
nitrogen per acre per year, but generally supply less than 20 pounds.
Nitrogen is also returned to the soil in the form of manure and the remains of former plant and
animal life. These materials are reduced by biological decomposition, oxidation and reduction,
and are finally mineralised to yield nitrate nitrogen for plant use.
Test results report the organic matter content as a percent of the soil weight. Organic matter
usually contains about one-twentieth for 5% nitrogen. Thus, a 3% organic matter soil (considering
a 7 inch plow layer of a soil to weight 2,000,000 lbs.) would contain about 3,000 lbs. Nitrogen/
acre. However, only 2% to 4% of the total nitrogen in the organic fraction in the soil will become
available to the plant during an average growing season, Deviations form this amount will be
found in poorly drained soils and very highly organic (muck ) soils, etc. The type of material
undergoing decomposition, the stage of decomposition, the soil temperature and aeration will also
affect these values. Ignoring the deviations and using averages the normal soil above would
supply about 90 lbs. Nitrate N per acre to the crop during a normal growing season. But
remember, these calculations are based on a 7 inch depth and a soil of 2,000,0000 lbs./acre. As
other organic matter in some soils does extend down past the plowlayer in some concentration,
additional allowance may be necessary.
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